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a b s t r a c t

The unselective nature and ubiquitous deactivation of Brønsted acids in aldol condensations have pre-
cluded their practical use and unequivocal mechanistic assessments. H2 and a Pt function are used here
to confer stability by scavenging unsaturated intermediates to form stable products, thus allowing
kinetic, spectroscopic, and isotopic assessments of elementary steps and their kinetic relevance, con-
firmed by density functional theory (DFT), for acetone condensation on microporous and mesoporous
aluminosilicates (FER, TON, MFI, BEA, FAU, MCM-41). The selective titration of protons with 2,6-di-
tert-butyl pyridine during catalysis shows that condensations occur exclusively on protons; the number
of titrants required to suppress reactivity measures accessible sites and allows reactivity to be rigorously
reported as turnover rates. Infrared spectra show that H-bonded acetone is present at saturation cover-
ages during condensation catalysis. Taken together with rates that depend linearly on acetone pressure
and with the absence of H/D kinetic isotope effects, these data indicate that condensation turnovers are
mediated by the kinetically-relevant formation of a CAC bond via reactions of H-bonded acetone with
another acetone molecule, a conclusion confirmed by DFT-derived free energies along the reaction coor-
dinate. Measured rate constants reflect free energy differences between this transition state and its rel-
evant precursors, a H-bonded and a gaseous acetone. These rate constants (per H+) depend sensitively on
size and shape of the confining voids among aluminosilicates of similar acid strength but diverse frame-
work structure. Confinement effects are mediated by van der Waals contacts and are accurately described
by energies derived from Lennard-Jones potentials of DFT-derived transition state structures; these ener-
gies are ensemble-averaged over all accessible configurations and T-site locations in each aluminosilicate
framework. These energy descriptors replace incomplete metrics based solely on the sizes of voids and
transition states, which fail to capture differences in reactivity among different confining frameworks.

� 2016 Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction

The conversion of biomass-derived oxygenates to more valu-
able chemicals and fuels requires precise mechanistic details of
the surface reactions that remove O-atoms and form new CAC
bonds [1]. These oxygenates are derived from biomass via hydrol-
ysis [2], pyrolysis [3,4], or fermentation [5] processes; they differ,
often significantly, from the fuels and chemicals currently used
in their boiling ranges and oxygen content. Aldol condensation
reactions, such as those depicted in Scheme 1, form new CAC
bonds and reject O-atoms as H2O, thus increasing the energy den-
sity and the boiling point range of biomass-derived oxygenates [1].

Solid catalysts used for aldol condensation, such as metal oxides
[6–8], metals [9], and Brønsted acids [10,11] allow facile separa-
tions of products from catalysts, but are prone to fast deactivation,
inhibition by products, and yield losses via secondary reactions.
Microporous Brønsted acids provide confining voids of molecular
dimensions surrounding acidic protons; such voids can confer
unique reactivity and selectivity to these protons, in spite of the
similar acid strength of aluminosilicates [12,13], through the selec-
tive diffusion of certain reactants and products or the preferential
van der Waals stabilization of specific intermediates and transition
states. Several zeolites have been reported to catalyze aldol con-
densations (MFI [10,11,14–19], BEA [20,21], MWW [22], and FAU
[14,19,23]), but ubiquitous deactivation and inhibition by coprod-
ucts have precluded unequivocal mechanistic conclusions, making
it difficult to assess even what type of acid sites account for con-
densation turnovers: acidic OAH groups [10]; Lewis acid sites, such
as non-framework Al atoms [19]; or both types of acid sites acting
in concert [19,24].
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Scheme 1. Aldol condensation reaction pathways on acid or base catalysts (ARi = CnH2n+1(alkyl) or H, i = 1–4).
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Sequential condensation reactions of a,b-unsaturated products
form arenes [25,26] (e.g. 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene from acetone
condensation) that bind strongly onto Brønsted acid active sites,
thus preventing those sites from catalyzing additional turnovers
[14,27]. The presence of an intracrystalline Pt function has been
reported to inhibit the formation of such arenes by hydrogenating
the a,b-unsaturated intermediates to their saturated alkanone ana-
logs before subsequent reactions [22,27–30]. The practical imple-
mentation of these bifunctional strategies seeks to limit parallel
acetone hydrogenation reactions by using Pt, which favors C@C
over C@O hydrogenation [31,32], and low partial pressures of H2.
Such strategies have led to incomplete inhibition of deactivation
processes [22,27–30], thus precluding kinetic measurements and
rigorous assessments of intrinsic reactivities, which require stable
catalysts. More effective stabilization requires higher H2 pressures,
thus causing the concomitant conversion of acetone to propane via
sequential hydrogenation-dehydration-hydrogenation reactions.
These bifunctional strategies with excess H2 (10–100 H2/acetone
molar ratio), extracrystalline Pt (mixed physically as Pt/SiO2 with
aluminosilicates), and, in some instances, intracrystalline Pt
(exchanged into aluminosilicate crystals) are used here to ensure
stable rates during kinetic, isotopic, and infrared measurements.

This study reports kinetic, isotopic, spectroscopic, and theoreti-
cal evidence for the identity and kinetic relevance of the elemen-
tary steps that mediate acetone condensation on acid forms of
aluminosilicates with diverse confining environments (FER, TON,
MFI, BEA, FAU, MCM-41). Turnover rates, rigorously determined
using the number and type of acid sites from titrations with speci-
fic organic bases, allow comparisons of intrinsic reactivity among
solid acids. These data show that condensation reactions occur
exclusively on protons, without detectable contributions from
Lewis acid centers. Infrared spectra collected during catalysis show
that H-bonded acetone is present at saturation coverages on pro-
tons. Measured effects of acetone pressure and of reaction temper-
ature on condensation rates, taken together with theoretical
treatments of the proposed elementary steps, are consistent with
a sequence involving kinetically-relevant CAC bond formation
mediated by a bimolecular transition state consisting of a C3-
alkenol and a protonated acetone molecule. The interpretation of
turnover rates (per proton) in terms of rate constants for elemen-
tary steps allows the benchmarking of measured free energy and
enthalpy barriers against density functional theory (DFT) esti-
mates; these DFT methods exploit the recent development of func-
tionals that account for dispersion forces [33,34], which are
essential to describe the stabilization of reactants and transition
states by confinement within aluminosilicates with diverse frame-
work voids.

The different reactivities of these aluminosilicates reflect differ-
ences in Gibbs free energy barriers between H-bonded acetone
species and the relevant transition state (TS); these differences
are sensitive to the structure of the void environment surrounding
the active protons. We show here that rate constants increase as
the size of the TS approaches that of the largest cavity diameter
[35] in a framework, a heuristic geometric descriptor of the confin-
ing voids. Such qualitative descriptions fail to account for the non-
spherical geometries of TS and void structures and for the details of
their van der Waals contacts; consequently, such descriptors can-
not account for the different rate constants on MFI and BEA, two
frameworks with similar largest cavity diameters (0.70 and
0.69 nm, respectively).

The void environment surrounding the active acid sites stabi-
lizes the relevant organic moieties, intermediates and transition
states, involved in elementary steps through van der Waals inter-
actions that depend on the ‘‘fit” between the void and these
organic species. This study reports methods to determine energy
metrics that replace the heuristic geometric descriptors mentioned
above. These methods estimate van der Waals stabilization ener-
gies (EvdW) for each void-organic moiety pair by enumerating indi-
vidual interactions between each framework O-atom and each
atom in the organic moiety. The DFT-optimized structure of each
organic moiety, at the T12 site in MFI, is transferred to all T-site
locations in each framework (FER, TON, MFI, BEA, FAU), and two-
atom Lennard-Jones potentials are used to sample a large number
of different orientations (>103 at each T-site location). These EvdW

values at each T-site location are then ensemble-averaged
ðhDEvdWiÞ over all T-sites of a given framework, for each TS and pre-
cursor, in order to permit comparison with measured rate con-
stants. These energy metrics, hDEvdWi, rigorously account for the
diversity of void environments within and among frameworks
and measured condensation rate constants. Such hDEvdWi metrics
are general descriptors of the catalytic consequences of void envi-
ronments and are applicable for reactions that are well-described
by mechanism-based rate equations and for which DFT-derived
confined TS and intermediate structures are known.

2. Methods

2.1. Catalyst synthesis protocols

NH4
+-MFI (Zeolyst, Si/Altot = 16.6, 29.2, 43.8, and 168.3), NH4

+-
BEA (Zeolyst, Si/Altot = 11.8 and 43.3), NH4

+-FER (Zeolyst, Si/
Altot = 10.3), NH4

+-TON (prepared by BP p.l.c. according to [36,37],
Si/Altot = 40.0), NH4

+-MCM-41 (Sigma-Aldrich, Si/Altot = 37.8) and
SiO2 (Davison Chemical, Chromatographic Silica Media, CAS:
112926-00-8, 280 m2 g�1, 0.57 cm3 g�1 pore volume) materials
were treated in flowing dry air (1.5 cm3 g�1 s�1, zero grade, Prax-
air) by heating to 823 K (at 0.025 K s�1; 5 h hold). Dealuminated
H-FAU (FAU, Si/Altot = 7.5) was prepared using methods reported
in the LZ-210 patent for the selective extraction of some non-
framework Al atoms [38,39]. Si, Al, and Na contents were measured
by inductively-coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-
AES; Galbraith Laboratories). The nomenclature and provenance of
the samples used and their Si/Al, Al/unit cell, and H+/Al ratios are
listed in Table 1. The largest inscribed sphere (largest cavity diam-
eter) and the largest sphere that can traverse each framework
(pore-limiting diameter) derived from crystallographic data [35]
are also shown in Table 1.

Pt/SiO2 (2.0 wt% Pt) was prepared by incipient wetness impreg-
nation of SiO2 (Davison Chemical) with an aqueous solution of hex-
achloroplatinic acid (H2PtCl6�(H2O)6, Aldrich, CAS: 16941-12-1).
The impregnated powders were treated in dry air (1.5 cm3 g�1 s�1,
zero grade, Praxair) by heating to 383 K (at 0.033 K s�1; 3 h hold)
and then to 873 K (at 0.033 K s�1; 5 h hold) and cooled to ambient
temperature. Samples were then exposed to 10% H2/He (0.8 cm3 -
g�1 s�1, certified standard, Praxair) and heated to 873 K (at
0.083 K s�1; 2 h hold), cooled to ambient temperature in He



Table 1
Zeolite and mesoporous aluminosilicate samples.

Zeolite Provenance Si/Al ratioa Al/unit cellb H+/Al H+/Ale dLCD
f (nm) dPLD

g (nm)

MFI-1 Zeolyst 16.6 5.47 0.65c 0.52 0.70 0.50
MFI-2 Zeolyst 29.2 3.18 0.77c 0.72 0.70 0.50
MFI-3 Zeolyst 43.8 2.14 1.03c 0.89 0.70 0.50
MFI-4 Zeolyst 168.3 0.58 0.70c 0.62 0.70 0.50
BEA-1 Zeolyst 11.8 4.98 0.22d 0.39 0.69 0.67
BEA-2 Zeolyst 43.3 1.44 1.04d 1.30 0.69 0.67
FER Zeolyst 9.5 3.19 0.35c 0.73 0.70 0.53
FAU [40] 7.5 17.45 0.38d 0.64 1.19 0.67
MCM-41 Sigma-Aldrich 37.8 – 0.42d – 2.50h 2.50h

TON [36,37] 40.0 0.59 – 0.88* 0.57 0.57

a Elemental analysis (ICP-AES; Galbraith Laboratories).
b From Si/Al ratio and framework crystal structure [41].
c From pyridine titrations during CH3OH dehydration at 433 K [42].
d From 2,6-di-tert-butylpyridine titrations during acetone condensation at 473 K (Fig. 3, methods in Section 2.3).
e From the amount of NH3 evolved from NH4

+-exchanged samples [43] *(TON sample [44]).
f Largest-cavity diameter [35].
g Pore-limiting diameter [35].
h Pore diameter reported by Sigma-Aldrich.
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(0.8 cm3 g�1 s�1, UHP, Praxair), and then contacted with 1% O2/He
(0.8 cm3 g�1 s�1, certified standard, Praxair) at ambient tempera-
ture for 0.5 h to passivate the samples before exposure to ambient
air.

Pt cations were exchanged into H-BEA zeolite (Pt/BEA-1) by
dropwise addition of a tetraammineplatinum(II) nitrate solution
(0.025 M, [Pt(NH3)4](NO3)2, Sigma-Aldrich, CAS: 20634-12-2) to
an aqueous suspension of zeolite crystals (100 cm3 H2O (g zeo-
lite)�1) to achieve a nominal Pt content of 1.0 wt%; the suspension
was stirred at ambient temperature for 12 h. Solids were recovered
by vacuum filtration, rinsed with deionized water (>17.6X cm
resistivity, 1000 cm3 H2O (g zeolite)�1) and treated in dry air
(1.5 cm3 g�1 s�1, zero grade, Praxair) by heating to 383 K (at
0.033 K s�1; 3 h hold) and then to 723 K (at 0.025 K s�1; 4 h hold).
These samples were then cooled to 573 K and held for 3 h in flow-
ing 10% H2/He (0.8 cm3 g�1 s�1, certified standard, Praxair) before
cooling to ambient temperature and exposing the samples for
0.5 h to flowing 1% O2/He (0.8 cm3 g�1 s�1, certified standard,
Praxair).
2.2. Catalytic rate and selectivity measurements

Condensation rates were measured at 463–483 K and low ace-
tone conversion (<5%) to maintain differential reaction conditions.
Samples containing extracrystalline Pt as physical mixtures (e.g.
MFI-1 + Pt/SiO2) were prepared by crushing the mixture of alumi-
nosilicate crystals and Pt/SiO2 into small aggregates (<180 lm)
with a mortar and pestle for 0.25 h. Powders were pressed into
wafers (690 bar, 0.1 h), crushed, and sieved to retain 180–250 lm
aggregates. These aggregates (0.020–0.200 g) were held within a
tubular quartz reactor (7.0 mm i.d.) and kept at constant tempera-
ture using a three-zone resistively-heated furnace (Applied Test
Systems Inc., model number 3210) controlled by three indepen-
dent temperature controllers (Watlow Series 988); temperatures
were measured using a K-type thermocouple (Omega) in contact
with the outer surface of the quartz reactor at the midpoint along
the catalyst bed.

Aluminosilicates (Table 1) were treated in flowing dry air
(83.3 cm3 g�1 s�1, extra dry, Praxair) by heating to 818 K (at
0.025 K s�1; 2 h hold) and then cooled to reaction temperatures.
Aluminosilicates were separately treated at similar conditions
before mixing with Pt/SiO2. Pt-containing samples—physical mix-
tures and Pt-exchanged mixtures—were exposed to 10% H2/He
(83.3 cm3 g�1 s�1, certified standard, Praxair), heated to 623 K (at
0.025 K s�1; 2 h hold), and then cooled to reaction temperatures
before condensation rate measurements.

Catalyst deactivation was described using first-order deactiva-
tion kinetics [45]:
rðtÞ ¼ rð0Þ � expð�kdtÞ ð1Þ
where r is the condensation rate, t is the time on stream, and kd is
the effective first-order deactivation rate constant. Such first-
order deactivation processes require that sites deactivate at rates
independent of the prevalent concentration of reactants and prod-
ucts. Here, we consider rates to have reached constant values when
first-order deactivation constants (kd) are smaller than 0.05 ks�1.

Acetone (P99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich) was introduced into He (UHP,
Praxair) and H2 (UHP, Praxair) streams using a liquid syringe pump
(Legato 100, KD Scientific) and vaporized in transfer lines kept at
403 K. Inlet and effluent streams were analyzed by gas chromatog-
raphy (GC; Agilent 6890A) using flame ionization detection (FID)
after chromatographic separation (HP-1 column, Agilent). Molecu-
lar speciation was confirmed using mass spectrometry (MKS Spec-
tra Minilab) and known standards. Retention times and response
factors were determined from known concentrations of these com-
pounds: acetone (P99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich), diacetone alcohol
(P98%, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), mesityl oxide (98%, Spectrum
Chemical), isobutene (99.0%, Praxair), acetic acid (P99.99%,
Sigma-Aldrich), 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene (98%, Sigma-Aldrich), and
methyl isobutyl ketone (99.5%, ACROS Organics). Isotopic experi-
ments, using acetone-d6 (99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich) and D2 (99.8%, Spe-
cialty Gases of America), were performed to measure H/D kinetic
isotope effects (KIE):
KIE ¼ kH
kD

ð2Þ
where kH and kD denote the first-order condensation rate constants
for undeuterated and perdeuterated acetone in the presence of H2

and D2, respectively.
Diacetone alcohol (DA), the initial acetone condensation pro-

duct, was not detected among reaction products because of its
unfavorable thermodynamics and fast dehydration to mesityl
oxide (MO) and H2O, which lead to DA concentrations far below
chromatographic detection limits (3.5 � 10�13 – 5.6 � 10�9 Pa
DA, Supporting Information S1; 0.05 Pa DA detection limit).
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2.3. Infrared spectra during condensation catalysis

Infrared spectra were measured in transmission mode using a
Nicolet NEXUS 670 spectrometer equipped with a Hg-Cd-Te
(MCT) detector by averaging 64 scans in the 4000–400 cm�1 spec-
tral range with 2 cm�1 resolution. Samples (5–15 mg) were
pressed (690 bar, 0.1 h) into self-supporting wafers (3.2 cm2) and
held within a quartz vacuum cell equipped with NaCl windows.
Wafers were heated to 818 K (at 0.025 K s�1; 2 h hold) in dry air
(83.3 cm3 g�1 s�1, zero grade, Praxair) and cooled to reaction tem-
perature. Acetone (0.04–2.0 kPa) was injected into a He stream at
403 K using a liquid syringe pump (KDS-100, KD Scientific). All
spectra were normalized by the intensity of the SiAOASi bands
(2100–1750 cm�1).

2.4. Measurements of the number and type of active sites by titrations
with probe molecules

The number of accessible protons on BEA-1, BEA-2, FAU, and
MCM-41 samples was measured by titration with 2,6-di-tert-
butyl pyridine (DTBP; >97%, Sigma-Aldrich) during acetone con-
densation on Pt-containing samples. DTBP (0.1–1.0 Pa) was intro-
duced after condensation rates reached steady-state values
(Section 2.2). DTBP concentrations in the effluent were measured
by the chromatographic protocols described above and the number
of protons was determined by assuming a 1:1 DTBP:H+ ratio. Pro-
ton counts on MFI and TON were determined by NH3 evolution
from their NH4-exchanged forms because DTBP cannot diffuse
through the microporous channels and access intracrystalline pro-
tons [43,44]. The proton counts on FER were determined by titra-
tion with pyridine (99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich) [42] in order to titrate
only protons in the 0.53 nm straight channels [35], which are
accessible to acetone (0.50 nm, kinetic diameter [46]), but not
those in the 0.70 nm cages [35], which can only be accessed via
0.33 nm channels and are therefore inaccessible to acetone reac-
tants [47]. All proton locations in the FER framework are accessible
to NH4

+ cations and are counted when using NH3 evolution from
NH4-exchanged FER (Table 1). The proton counts from pyridine
titration and NH3 evolution from NH4-exchanged samples are sim-
ilar on MFI (Table 1) because all protons can be accessed by both
pyridine and NH4

+ cations.

2.5. Theoretical treatments of transition states and adsorbed
intermediates involved in condensation elementary steps occurring
within confined environments

The structures and energies of MFI aluminosilicates, gaseous
and bound species, and transition states were calculated using
periodic plane-wave DFT methods, as implemented in the Vienna
ab initio simulation package (VASP 5.35) [48–51]. Valence elec-
tronic states were described using plane waves with an energy cut-
off of 396 eV. Projector augmented-wave potentials (PAW5)
[52,53] were used to describe interactions among valence electrons
and atom cores. Exchange and correlation energies were described
by the revised Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (RPBE) form of the gener-
alized gradient approximation (GGA) [54,55] with an empirical dis-
persive energy correction (DFT-D3) and Becke-Johnson (BJ)
damping incorporated at each optimization iteration [33,34] to
account for van der Waals forces that influence the stability of con-
fined species. Calculations were also performed using the vdW-DF2
functional [56–59], which incorporates van der Waals interactions
into the structure optimization. A (1 � 1 � 1) c-centered k-point
mesh was used to sample the first Brillouin zone. Electronic wave
functions were optimized until changes in energy between succes-
sive iterations were 61 � 10�6 eV, and the structures were relaxed
until the forces on all unconstrained atoms were 60.05 eV Å�1.
Atomic coordinates and unit cell parameters
(2.0022 � 1.9899 � 1.3383 nm3 and a = b = c = 90�) for MFI struc-
ture were obtained from crystallographic data [60]. Brønsted acid
sites were introduced into the model of the solids by replacing a
Si-atom with an Al-atom at the channel intersection (T12,
Scheme 2, which includes H-bonded acetone; numbered according
to convention [61]) [42,43] to give a model solid with a Si/Al ratio
of 95 (1.0 Al/unit cell). All molecular structures depicted here used
an open-source software package for geometric representation
(Visualization for Electronic and Structural Analysis; VESTA [62]).

Nudged elastic band (NEB) methods [63] were used to deter-
mine the minimum energy paths between reactants and products
for each elementary step; structures near the maximum energy
along the reaction coordinate were used to isolate transition states
using Henkelman dimer methods [64]. Electronic energy changes
in NEB calculations were converged to <1 � 10�4 eV and forces
on each unconstrained atomwere minimized to <0.3 eV Å�1. Dimer
calculations of all TS structures used the same convergence criteria
as those in the optimization simulations described above.

Frequency calculations were performed on all optimized struc-
tures to determine zero-point vibrational energies (ZPVE), vibra-
tional enthalpies and free energies (Hvib and Gvib), and, in the
case of gaseous molecules, translational and rotational enthalpies
(Htrans and Hrot) and free energies (Gtrans and Grot). Low-frequency
modes (<150 cm�1) of weakly-bound intermediates and transition
states lead to significant errors in vibrational free energies [65];
these modes were replaced by translational and rotational free
energies assumed to retain a fraction (0.70) of the translational
and rotational free energies of their gaseous analogs, as suggested
by measured entropies of adsorption on oxide surfaces [66]. These
corrections for zero-point vibrational energies, translations, rota-
tions, and vibrations were added to the DFT-derived electronic
energies (E0) to calculate enthalpies:

H ¼ E0 þ ZPVEþ Hvib þ Htrans þ Hrot ð3Þ
and free energies:

G ¼ E0 þ ZPVEþ Gvib þ Gtrans þ Grot ð4Þ
The Gibbs free energies for transition states (G�) and their rele-

vant precursors (Gp) were calculated at the T12 site of MFI to esti-
mate free energy barriers (DGz

T12):

DGz
T12 ¼ Gz

T12 �
X
p

Gp
T12 ð5Þ

Ensemble (exponential) averaging of DFT-estimated free energy
barriers was used to account for the distinct binding locations at
each of the four vicinal framework O-atoms when structures con-
tain covalent bonds to the framework. Ensemble-averaged Gibbs
free energy barriers ðhDGiÞ were calculated using (derivation in SI,
S2):

DG ¼ �kBTln
XNsite

i¼1

exp �DGi

kBT

� �
Psite;i

 !
ð6Þ

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, Nsite is the number of distinct
sites (e.g. Nsite = 4 for the distinct structures of acetone H-bonding
with the proton located at each of the four O-atoms bound to Al),
and Psite,i is the probability of site i occurring (e.g. in H-bonded ace-
tone, this is the probability of the proton being bound at each of the
fourO-atomsbound to theAl). ThePsite,iof equilibrated stateswas cal-
culated by a Boltzmann average of the free energy of each site (Gsite):

Psite;i ¼
exp � Gsite

i
kBT

� �
PNsite

j¼1 exp � Gsite
j

kBT

� � ð7Þ



Scheme 2. Al at T12 location in MFI with acetone H-bonding to the proton (O11).
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Such ensemble averaging is required for a rigorous evaluation of
the Gibbs free energy barriers for reaction (hDGz

T12i; barrier for the
TS ðzÞ at the T12 site) and adsorption (hDGAc� i; free energy differ-
ence for acetone adsorption), which are used to calculate, respec-
tively, rate constants (kT12) [67,68]:

kT12 ¼ kBT
h

exp �hDGz
T12i

kBT

 !
ð8Þ

where h is Planck’s constant, and adsorption constants (e.g. acetone
adsorption constant (KAc)):

KAc ¼ exp �hDGAc� i
kBT

� �
ð9Þ

These acetone adsorption constants are then used to calculate
the fraction of the protons occupied by acetone (hAc):

hAc ¼ KAcðAcÞ
1þ KAcðAcÞ ð10Þ

These DFT-derived kinetic and thermodynamic constants, as
well as free energy and enthalpy barriers, at the T12 site in MFI
are compared with measured values on MFI to confirm or falsify
mechanistic hypotheses.

2.6. Sampling of the intermediates and transition states at different
locations within confining voids

Theoretical treatments, described above, provide molecular
structures of transitions states and relevant precursors, which
allow geometric estimates (e.g. size and shape) of these species;
these geometric estimates are used here to probe the consequences
of confinement within voids of molecular dimensions for conden-
sation turnovers. In one strictly geometric approach, we define
the size of organic moieties and voids in terms of a characteristic
distance. For TS and intermediates, this is defined as the diameter
of the sphere with the same volume as the van der Waals volume
of each species (Section 3.5); for the voids we use the diameter of
the largest accessible cavity (Table 1). Such metrics are convenient
and easily visualized; yet, they fail to convey a measure of shape
and more specifically an accurate representation of the ‘‘fit” of
these moieties within voids, which ultimately determine the effec-
tiveness of van der Waals interactions and of the concomitant dis-
persion forces that mediate stabilization by confinement. An
alternative method dispenses with geometry altogether and esti-
mates instead the dispersive component of the energies for each
organic moiety at all possible locations within a given framework
using Lennard-Jones potentials [69,70] between each atom in the
organic moiety (XM) and each framework oxygen atom (OZ):

EX
LJ ¼

XOZ

i

XXM

h

e
deq

di;h

� �12

� 2
deq

di;h

� �6
 !

ð11Þ

These two-atom interaction potentials contain both attractive
and repulsive terms and depend on the distance between each h
atom in the organic moiety and each i atom in the framework
(di,h) and on the equilibrium distance for each atom-pair (deq), defined
here as the sum of their van der Waals radii (O: 0.152 nm, H:
0.120 nm, C: 0.170 nm) [71]. Covalent interactions (di.h < 0.15 nm)
are neglected in estimating the EX

LJ values as defined by Eq. (11). These
two-atom potentials also depend on a scaling factor, denoted here
as e, which can be determined by benchmarking EX

LJ values
(Eq. (11)) for a set of DFT-optimized structures (e = 1.59 kJ mol�1,
Section 3.6) against those determined using empirical dispersive
energy corrections (DFT-D3) [33,34]. D3-methods provide an esti-
mate of the attractive interactions between all of the atoms with
each other within a structure (EXþZ

D3 ); therefore, estimates of those
interactions between the atoms of the organic moiety and the
framework atoms (EX

D3), without including the interactions among

zeolite atoms (EZ
D3) and among atoms of the organic moiety (E

XðgÞ
D3 ),

require that we take the difference of these energies:

EX
D3 ¼ EXþZ

D3 � EZ
D3 þ E

XðgÞ
D3

� �
ð12Þ

Here EXþZ
D3 is the D3-correction for the DFT-optimized structure

of the organic moiety (X) within the zeolite void (Z); EZ
D3 is the

D3-correction for the zeolite framework from which the organic
moiety has been removed from the DFT-optimized structure of

the organic moiety within the zeolite void; and E
XðgÞ
D3 is the D3-

correction for the gaseous analog of the organic moiety. These
D3-corrections consider only the attractive dispersive forces
between atoms; thus, full DFT simulations are required to generate
meaningful structures of the transition states and H-bonded ace-
tone precursors at each distinct T-site within each framework.
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The calculation of EX
LJ requires an algorithm for placing the

organic moieties at each accessible location within each frame-
work and the subsequent ensemble-averaging of the energy at
each location weighted by the probability of their presence at that
location. The DFT-optimized structures for the CAC bond forma-
tion transition state and H-bonded acetone at the T12 site of MFI
(VASP, RPBE + D3(BJ)) were placed at each crystallographically dis-
tinct T-site location in FER, TON, MFI, BEA, and FAU frameworks.
Their unit cell parameters and crystal structures were taken from
the International Zeolite Association (IZA) [41] (FER: a = 1.9018,
b = 1.4303, c = 0.7541 nm, and a = b = c = 90.0�; TON: a = 1.4105,
b = 1.7842, c = 0.5256 nm, and a = b = c = 90.0�; BEA: a = 1.2632,
b = 1.2632, c = 2.6186 nm, and a = b = c = 90.0�; FAU: a = 2.4345,
b = 2.4345, c = 2.4345 nm, and a = b = c = 90.0�). The unit cell
parameters and crystal structure used for MFI are shown in
Section 2.5.

The DFT-derived CAC bond formation transition state consists
of an ion-pair (MFI, Al T12 site, VASP, RPBE + D3(BJ)). The charge
at each atom was determined using Löwdin population analyses
[72] after transforming wave functions into localized quasiatomic
orbitals (QUAMBO) [73–76]. These charges were then used to cal-
culate the center of charge in the cationic transition state ð�nTSÞ and
the anionic framework ð�nanionÞ, each located at their respective [x,y,
z] coordinates, given by the following:

�nX ¼
PN

i Cixi
N

;

PN
i Ciyi
N

;

PN
i Cizi
N

" #
ð13Þ

where each moiety consists of N atoms, with each i atom having a
charge (Ci) and a location [xi, yi, zi]. The �nTS was used as the central
node (ncentral) for orienting the transition state at each T-site loca-
tion. The �nanion was located at the Al-atom for the DFT-optimized
transition state structure; the distance between the two �n locations
(ncentral and Al-atom) was 0.427 nm at this transition state for the
T12 site in MFI. This distance was kept constant at all T-site loca-
tions and frameworks because of the large energetic penalties
brought forth by the separation of charge.

The DFT-derived structure of H-bonded acetone (MFI, VASP,
RPBE + D3(BJ)) maintains the significant covalency of the bond
between the proton (considered part of the organic moiety) and
the framework oxygen (OZ). This OZAH bond length in DFT-
derived structures of H-bonded acetone on MFI is similar at all
three accessible O-atoms at the T12 site (0.110 ± 0.002 nm). The
proton in the H-bonded acetone was used as ncentral and placed
at this mean distance from each crystallography distinct OZ in
FER, TON, MFI, BEA, and FAU frameworks.

The internal angles and atomic distances within the organic
moieties (TS and H-bonded acetone) were kept at their DFT-
derived values for the T12 site in MFI. These structures were placed
at each crystallographically distinct location in each framework
using three node locations: (1) the zeolite framework atom (ZZ:
Al-atom (AlZ) or O-atom (OZ) for the transition state or H-bonded
acetone, respectively), (2) the central node (ncentral: �nTS or proton
for the transition state or H-bonded acetone, respectively), and
(3) the farthest node (nfarthest) defined as the location of the atom
in the organic moiety farthest from ncentral. The placement of ncentral
forms a sampling sphere centered at each ZZ with a radius equal to
the ncentral-ZZ distance described above for the TS and H-bonded
acetone and a node spacing of 0.032 nm [77]; effects of these
parameters are the subject of a later study. The organic moiety is
then rotated about ncentral by varying the angle between the atom
of the organic moiety located at nfarthest (Xfarthest), ncentral, and
nfarthest (Xfarthest � ncentral � nfarthest angle) by increments of 5� (0�,
5�, 10�, etc.) and by varying the angle between the normal vectors
to the Xfarthest � ncentral � Zzeolite and nfarthest � ncentral � Zzeolite
planes by increments of 10� (0�, 10�, 20�, etc.); such rotations result
in the sampling of 242 unique orientations of the organic moiety
for each central node location (angle �25� to 25� and 155� to
205�, dihedral angle �50� to 50�). Such methods result in a sam-
pling of >103 orientations of the organic moiety at each ZZ atom.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Effects of H2 and Pt hydrogenation function on catalyst stability
and selectivity

Mechanistic studies using kinetic, isotopic, and spectroscopic
methods require stable catalysts; such stability has remained elu-
sive for condensation reactions on solid acids, even in the presence
of a hydrogenation function and H2 [27–30]. Here, we use high H2/
acetone molar ratios (10–100) and low acetone conversions to
achieve catalyst stability suitable for kinetic and mechanistic
inquiries. These measurements and treatments of condensation
rates allow rigorous mechanistic interpretation of condensation
rates, albeit with practical hurdles of acetone loss via
hydrogenation-dehydration routes (Section S3, SI).

Acetone condensation rates on MFI-3 and BEA-1 decreased with
time on stream (Fig. 1), in the absence of a hydrogenation function.
First-order deactivation constants (kd, Eq. (1)) decreased as acetone
conversion decreased with time. The curvature in the data shown
in Fig. 1 (MFI-3, BEA-1) suggests that deactivating residues form
in sequential reactions of primary condensation products [78,79].
Acetone condensation on MFI-3 and BEA-1 led to equilibrated mix-
tures of mesityl and isomesityl oxides (MO; experimental and the-
oretical evidence in Section S4, SI), and equimolar isobutene and
acetic acid mixtures (C4 and C2, respectively; Section S5, SI). C4/
C6 molar ratios increased proportionally with increasing acetone
conversion (Fig. 2, MFI-3 and BEA-1) indicating that isobutene
and acetic acid formed via reactions of primary C6 alkanone
products.

A Pt function, present as a physical mixture with MFI-3, led to
much slower deactivation (Fig. 1a, MFI-3 + Pt/SiO2) and lower C4/
C6 product ratios (Fig. 2a). The very low C4 (isobutane when Pt is
present) and acetic acid selectivities obtained with the Pt function
present outside MFI crystals indicate that sequential b-scission
events seldom occur before primary products leave zeolite crystals
and enter the extracrystalline fluid phase. The hydrogenation of
MO products to less reactive methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) pre-
vents subsequent condensation and b-scission of MO or its diace-
tone alcohol precursors. Initial condensation rates on MFI-3 are
not affected by the presence of Pt/SiO2 (Fig. 1a), consistent with
kinetically-relevant condensation steps that require only the acid
function in MFI. These data also show that acetone conversion to
MO and H2O is far from equilibrium, because MO conversion to
MIBK on the Pt function would have otherwise scavenged conden-
sation products resulting in increased measured rates; these condi-
tions are consistent with approach to equilibrium (g) values of
1.0 � 10�6 – 1.4 � 10�6 at the conditions of these experiments:

g ¼ 1

exp � GMOþGH2O
�2GAc

RT

� � ðMOÞðH2OÞ
ðAcÞ2

ð14Þ

where the free energy (Gi) of each gaseous species (i = MO, H2O, and
Ac) was estimated using DFT (473 K, VASP, RPBE + D3(BJ)) and
(MO), (H2O), and (Ac) represent the pressures of each of species
(units: bar). The initial condensation rate is 5.2 ± 0.2 � 10�3 (Al s)�1

and the kd value (Eq. (1)) is 0.023 ± 0.006 ks�1 on MFI-3 physically
mixed with Pt/SiO2 (473 K, 2.0 kPa acetone, 27 kPa H2), where
uncertainties represent the 95% confidence interval of the fitted
parameter; similar measurements of condensation rates were used
to evaluate plausible elementary steps of the condensation mecha-



Fig. 1. Acetone condensation rate as a function of time on stream on (a) MFI-3 (diamonds) and MFI-3 + Pt/SiO2 (1 wt.% extracrystalline Pt; circles) and (b) BEA-1 (diamonds),
BEA-1 + Pt/SiO2 (1.3 wt.% extracrystalline Pt; circles), Pt/BEA-1 + Pt/SiO2 (1 wt.% extracrystalline Pt and 1 wt.% intracrystalline Pt; triangles) (473 K, 2.0 kPa acetone, 27 kPa H2,
balance He). Dashed lines represent trends and solid lines are regressed linear fits of the data to the form of Eq. (1).
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nism by measuring the effects of reaction temperature and acetone
pressure (Section 3.3).

The extracrystalline Pt function was less effective in stabilizing
rates on BEA-1 (Fig. 1b, BEA-1 + Pt/SiO2) than on MFI-3 (Fig. 1a,
MFI-3 + Pt/SiO2) and also led to larger amounts of C4 and C9

(1,3,5-trimethylbenzene (TMB)) products (Fig. 2b and c, BEA-1
+ Pt/SiO2) than on MFI-3 (Fig. 2a, MFI-3 + Pt/SiO2). These data indi-
cate that extracrystalline Pt/SiO2 is insufficient to convert all MO
molecules into MIBK before subsequent acid-catalyzed reactions,
which suggests that MO undergoes these acid-catalyzed reactions
before leaving the acid domain, an unexpected result for BEA chan-
nels (0.67 nm; Table 1) that are larger than those in MFI (0.50 nm;
Table 1). This increase in the rates of subsequent reactions of MO is
attributed to the increased intrinsic reactivity of active sites within
BEA compared to those within MFI due to differences in the shape
of the confining voids present in the BEA and MFI frameworks,
which is discussed in Section 3.6.

Pt clusters, placed within BEA via exchange and subsequent
treatments (Section 2.1), led to more stable rates (Fig. 1b, Pt/BEA-
1 + Pt/SiO2) and lower C4 and C9 selectivities (Fig. 2b and c) than
for mixtures of BEA with Pt/SiO2, but initial condensation rates
were unaffected by the presence or location of the Pt function
(Fig. 1b). The condensation rates on Pt/BEA-1 + Pt/SiO2 (473 K,
2.0 kPa acetone, 27 kPa H2) decreased with time on stream; the
kd value (Eq. (1)) was 0.034 ± 0.007 ks�1 and the initial condensa-
tion rate was 4.8 ± 0.3 � 10�3 (Al s)�1.

These initial condensation rates allow, in principle, rigorous
assessments of the intrinsic condensation reactivity of protons in
aluminosilicates, but require (i) accurate determinations of the
number and type of active sites, (ii) rate measurements uncor-
rupted by intracrystalline gradients, and (iii) a rigorous assessment
of the identity and kinetic relevance of the elementary steps that
mediate condensation turnovers.

3.2. Number and type of active sites involved in condensation
turnovers

Al-atoms within silicate frameworks form anionic frameworks
with balancing cations that are protons when these solids act as
Brønsted acids. Al-atoms present at non-framework locations can
act as Lewis acid centers, leading to H+/Al ratios smaller than unity
(Table 1), indicating that Brønsted and Lewis acid sites may co-
exist and catalyze condensation turnovers either as separate sites
or by acting in concert to stabilize the relevant transition states,
as previously reported [10,19,24].

The full suppression of condensation rates by a sterically-
hindered non-coordinating base that titrates only protons (2,6-
di-tert-butyl pyridine, DTBP) would implicate protons as the only
acetone condensation active sites. The number of titrants required
to suppress rates gives the number of accessible protons during
catalysis [40,80]. Such titrants can access intracrystalline protons
within BEA, FAU, and MCM-41 crystals, but not within medium-
pore aluminosilicates (MFI, TON, FER), for which alternate titrants
or probes were used, as described below.

Acetone condensation rates decreased monotonically with
increasing DTBP uptakes and ultimately became undetectable on
Pt/BEA-1 + Pt/SiO2, BEA-2 + Pt/SiO2, and MCM-41 + Pt/SiO2

(Fig. 3), indicating that only protons catalyze condensation turn-
overs without detectable contributions from any Lewis acid cen-
ters present. These data cannot rule out concerted routes
requiring both types of acid sites, such as those involving CAC
bond formation between alkenols at non-framework Al sites and
protonated acetone at Brønsted acid sites [19,24]; these routes
are excluded by the similar turnover rates (per proton) on MFI cat-
alysts with 16.6–168.3 Si/Al ratios (Section 3.3).

DTBP titration and the amount of NH3 evolved upon heating
NH4-exchanged samples led to similar proton counts in large-
pore zeolites (BEA-1, BEA-2, FAU; Table 1). The latter method
was used for medium-pore zeolites (TON, MFI; Table 1), because
DTBP cannot readily diffuse through TON and MFI channels. Pyri-
dine was used for FER samples because large cage-like structures
in FER (0.70 nm diameter, [35]) would be accessible to NH3 but
not to acetone (0.50 nm kinetic diameter, [46]) or pyridine. Such
cages can only be accessed through small windows (0.33 nm diam-
eter, [47]), and as a result only the protons in the channels
(0.53 nm diameter, [35]) are accessible to acetone, making pyridine
uptakes the appropriate measure of the number of protons respon-
sible for FER reactivity (FER; Table 1).

3.3. Mechanistic interpretations of the effects of temperature and
acetone concentration on condensation turnover rates

The effects of acetone pressure on condensation turnover rates
(per proton) were measured on Pt-containing samples of MFI (MFI-
1, MFI-2, MFI-3, MFI-4), BEA (BEA-1, BEA-2), FAU, MCM-41, FER,
and TON aluminosilicates; all samples showed kd values (Eq. (1))



Fig. 2. Effect of acetone conversion on C4/C6 and C9/C6 product molar ratios on (a) MFI-3 (diamonds) and MFI-3 + Pt/SiO2 (1 wt.% extracrystalline Pt; circles) and (b and c)
BEA-1 (diamonds), BEA-1 + Pt/SiO2 (1.3 wt.% extracrystalline Pt; circles), Pt/BEA-1 + Pt/SiO2 (1 wt.% intracrystalline Pt and 1 wt.% extracrystalline Pt; triangles) at 473 K,
2.0 kPa acetone, 27 kPa H2, balance He. C4, C6, and C9 denote, respectively, the combined number of moles produced of isobutene and isobutane, MO and MIBK, and TMB.
MIBK and isobutane were only detected when Pt was present. Dashed lines are regressed linear fits of the data through the origin, except MFI-3 + Pt/SiO2 where the dashed
line represents the average C4/C6 value.
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below 0.05 ks�1. Fig. 4 shows these rate data as a function of ace-
tone pressure on MFI-3, BEA-1, and MCM-41 (0.1–5.0 kPa acetone,
473 K). Similar first-order kinetic dependences were observed on
all other samples (Fig. S.4, S6, SI; 0.1–4 kPa acetone). Condensation
turnover rates (m) were proportional to acetone pressure (Ac):

m � r
½Hþ� ¼ keff ðAcÞ ð15Þ

with effective first-order rate constants (keff) given by the slopes of
the rate data in Fig. 4 (and Fig. S.4, S6, SI).

These keff values were independent of proton density (0.4–3.5
H+/unit cell; Fig. 5), Si/Al ratio (MFI: 17–168, BEA: 12–43; Table 1),
and H+/Al ratio (MFI: 0.65–1.03, BEA: 0.22–1.04; Table 1) on MFI
and BEA (Fig. 5). These data indicate the absence of intracrystal
acetone gradients, which would become more severe with increas-
ing proton density, leading to a concomitant decrease in rates.
These MFI and BEA samples contain different ratios of protons
and non-framework Al sites and yet yield similar turnover rates
(per proton), suggesting that neither Lewis acid sites nor Lewis-
Brønsted site pairs mediate condensation turnovers. Such turn-
overs occur only at Brønsted acid sites. Also, the local void environ-
ment around protons in these MFI and BEA samples appears to be
independent of Al content because confinement effects, dictated by
the local geometric topology of the framework, would have led to
differences in reactivity, as shown in Sections 3.5 and 3.6.

These condensation rate dependencies are consistent with two
plausible mechanistic assumptions in the context of the elemen-
tary steps in Scheme 3. One route involves kinetically-relevant
monomolecular a-C–H activation of acetone on essentially uncov-
ered proton sites (KAc(Ac)� 1, Eq. (16)). These pathways are simi-
lar to those proposed based on DFT treatments, which determine
the formation of C3-alkenols via tautomerization of acetone as
the sole kinetically-relevant step on microporous aluminosilicates
(FER, MFI, MCM-22) [81]. The resulting rate equation is as follows:

m ¼ ktautðAcÞ
1þ KAcðAcÞ 	 ktautðAcÞ ð16Þ

with ktaut as the rate constant for acetone tautomerization (Step 3.2,
Scheme 3) and KAc as the equilibrium adsorption constant for H-
bonded acetone (Step 3.1, Scheme 3). A similar functional form of



Fig. 3. Acetone condensation rates as a function of cumulative 2,6-di-tert-butyl
pyridine uptakes on Pt/BEA-1 + Pt/SiO2 (1 wt.% intracrystalline Pt and 1 wt.%
extracrystalline Pt; open triangles), BEA-2 + Pt/SiO2 (1.3 wt.% extracrystalline Pt;
closed triangles), and MCM-41 + Pt/SiO2 (0.66 wt.% extracrystalline Pt; closed
circles) (473 K, 0.3 kPa acetone, 27 kPa H2, and 0.6–1.2 Pa 2,6-di-tert-butyl
pyridine). Dashed lines are regressed linear fits of the data.

Fig. 4. Condensation turnover rate as a function of acetone pressure on Pt/BEA-1
+ Pt/SiO2 (1 wt.% intracrystalline Pt and 1 wt.% extracrystalline Pt; triangles), MFI-3
+ Pt/SiO2 (1 wt.% extracrystalline Pt; diamonds), and MCM-41 + Pt/SiO2 (0.66 wt.%
extracrystalline Pt; circles) (473 K, 27 kPa H2). Dashed lines are regressed fits of rate
data to the form of Eq. (15). Bars represent 95% confidence intervals of the
extrapolation of rate data to zero conversion.

Fig. 5. Effective first-order rate constants as a function of proton density (per unit
cell) on Pt-containing samples of MFI (MFI-1, MFI-2, MFI-3, MFI-4; diamonds) and
BEA (BEA-1, BEA-2; triangles) samples (473 K, 0.1–5 kPa acetone, 27 kPa H2). H+/Al
ratios for all samples are shown in parentheses next to their corresponding data
point. Bars represent 95% confidence intervals of the regressed linear fits of rate
data to the form of Eq. (15).
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the rate equation is obtained if CAC bonds form in the kinetically-
relevant step via reactions of gaseous acetone with H-bonded ace-
tone present at saturation coverages (KAc(Ac)
 1, Eq. (17)):

m ¼ kCCKtautKAcðAcÞ2
1þ KAcðAcÞ 	 kCCKtautðAcÞ ð17Þ

where kCC is the rate constant for CAC formation (Step 3.3,
Scheme 3) and Ktaut is the acetone tautomerization equilibrium con-
stant (Step 3.2, Scheme 3).

The identity of the most abundant adsorbed species during ace-
tone condensation represents the arbiter of the contributions of
these two routes (Eqs. (16) and (17)). H-bonded acetone species
are reported on MFI-3 during acetone condensation from infrared
spectra (473 K, 0–0.04 kPa acetone). MFI-3 shows an OAH stretch
at 3600 cm�1 (Fig. 6, inset) before contact with acetone (473 K,
100 cm3 g�1 s�1 He flow), consistent with DFT-derived frequencies
for acidic OAH groups (3440–3660 cm�1, Table 2, VASP, RPBE + D3
(BJ) and vdW-DF2) and with previously reported spectra [82,83].
Contact with acetone at reaction temperatures (473 K, 0.04 kPa
acetone, 100 cm3 g�1 s�1 He flow) led to the disappearance of the
acidic OAH band and to the concurrent emergence of a new band
at 2360 cm�1 (2110–2650 cm�1; Fig. 6). This band is assigned to
perturbations of OAH groups by H-bonding with acetone based
on DFT-derived frequencies of H-bonded acetone at O-H groups
in MFI (2260–2455 cm�1, Table 2, VASP, vdW-DF2) and on previ-
ous studies [84,85]. Bands for CAH stretches in the CH3 group of
gaseous [86] and H-bonded acetone species also emerged (2800–
3000 cm�1; Fig. 6). Theoretical treatments show that these CAH
stretches in H-bonded acetone occur at 2950–3120 cm�1 (Table 2,
VASP, vdW-DF2 and RPBE + D3(BJ)), consistent with measured
spectral features during acetone condensation catalysis.

These infrared spectra, their theoretical interpretation, and DFT-
derived adsorption free energies (hDGH�Aci) ensemble-averaged at
the three acetone-accessible O-atoms (OZ) present at the T12 site
in MFI (�80 and �79 kJ mol�1 using RPBE + D3(BJ) and vdW-DF2
functionals, respectively; Table 2) indicate the prevalence of pro-
ton sites nearly saturated with H-bonded acetone at all conditions
(0.04–5 kPa acetone, 463–483 K), consistent with the mechanistic
interpretation leading to Equation (17) (KAc(Ac)
 1). DFT-
derived structures (Table 2) show that the proton is not transferred
to the bound acetone, which is instead stabilized by H-bonding.
The OZAH+ bonds (0.110 nm; RPBE + D3(BJ), Table 2) are shorter
than the OAcAH+ bonds (0.136 nm; RPBE + D3(BJ), Table 2) and
the OZAH+AOAc bond angle is almost 180� (174�, Table 2); these
geometries are those expected for H-bonding instead of protonated
acetone species [87].



(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

Step Rate constant*

(3.1)

(3.7)

Scheme 3. Proposed sequence of elementary steps for acetone condensation to C6-products on Brønsted acid sites.
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Table 2
DFT estimates for bond distances (nm), bond angles (degrees), bond stretching frequencies (cm�1), and Gibbs free energies (kJ mol�1) for the bare proton and H-bonded acetone
species at each O-atom vicinal to the T12 Al-site of the MFI framework.

DFT Functional: RPBE + D3(BJ) vdW-DF2

(OZ)a: O20 O11 O24 O12b O20 O11 O24 O12b

Bare proton
OZAH+ 0.098 0.097 0.098 0.098 0.098 0.097 0.098 0.099
m(OZAH+) 3613 3650 3570 3518 3629 3658 3594 3439
PHþ�OZ

c 0.14 0.66 0.05 0.15 0.16 0.74 0.03 0.07

H-bonded acetone
OZAH+ 0.110 0.110 0.111 0.105 0.104 0.105
OAcAH+ 0.136 0.136 0.137 0.153 0.154 0.152
OZAOAc 0.246 0.248 0.247 0.256 0.258 0.256
C@OAc 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125
\OZAH+AOAc 171.2 175.0 173.3 166.0 171.2 170.7
\C@OAcAH+ 121.0 121.2 121.2 129.5 128.6 127.5
m(OZAH+) 1843 2020 1820 2378 2455 2259
m(CAcAHAc) 3120 3119 3116 3067 3076 3068

3109 3107 3113 3052 3065 3061
3065 3052 3068 3015 3003 3016
3056 3039 3047 3007 2993 2996
2998 2990 2991 2971 2964 2964
2986 2981 2985 2962 2956 2949

ðDGAc� Þd �78 �83 �80 �82 �75 �90
hDGAc� ie �82 �79
hAc

f 1.00 1.00

a Framework O-atoms (OZ) numbered according to convention [61] (Scheme 2).
b H+-O12 is inaccessible to acetone.
c Probability of a proton at each OZ based on Gibbs free energy, Eq. (7) (473 K).
d Free energy of acetone binding, Eq. (5) (473 K, standard pressure of acetone).
e Ensemble-averaged free energy, Eq. (6) (473 K, standard pressure of acetone).
f Acetone coverage, Eq. (10) (473 K, 4 � 10�4 bar acetone, similar conditions as in Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Infrared spectra of MFI-3 before contact with acetone (473 K, 100 cm3 g�1 s�1 He; solid line) and during acetone condensation (473 K, 0.04 kPa acetone, 100 cm3 -
g�1 s�1 He; dashed line). The shaded regions denote ranges of DFT-calculated frequencies for acidic OAH stretches when (I) unperturbed (3440–3660 cm�1; Table 2) and (II)
H-bonding with acetone (2260–2455 cm�1; Table 2, VASP, vdW-DF2, PAW5).
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The proposals that lead to Eqs. (16) and (17) also include
kinetically-relevant transition states that differ in the involvement
of H-atoms in the bonds being formed or cleaved. The tautomeriza-
tion transition state (Eq. (16)) mediates a-CAH bond cleavage and
the formation of OAcAH bonds (Step 3.2, Scheme 3). In contrast, the
CAC bond formation transition state (Eq. (17)) does not involve the
formation or cleavage of bonds containing H-atoms. As a result,
these mechanistic proposals would lead to different H/D kinetic
isotope effects (KIE; Eq. (2)).

Measured rates of acetone-d0/H2 and acetone-d6/D2 condensa-
tion on MFI-3 were nearly identical (0.98 ± 0.03 KIE, 473 K; SI, S7,
Fig. S.5) and thus inconsistent with the mechanistic interpretations
leading to Equation (16), which requires proton transfer from an OZ

in the framework to OAc in acetone and from the a-C in acetone to
another OZ atom (Step 3.2, Scheme 3). The DFT-derived KIE value
for this tautomerization TS structure is 2.1 (473 K, Al T12 site,
MFI, VASP, RPBE + D3(BJ)). The kinetically-relevant step involved
in the sequence leading to Equation (17) is mediated by a bimolec-
ular TS that resembles a C3-alkenol, in quasi-equilibrium with H-
bonded acetone, which incipiently forms a CAC bond with a proto-
nated acetone (Step 3.3, Scheme 3). Such a TS does not involve the
formation or cleavage of CAH or OAH bonds and would exhibit
small thermodynamic isotope effects. The DFT-derived KIE values
(1.1 KIE; 473 K, T12 site, MFI, RPBE + D3(BJ)) agree with measured



Fig. 7. First-order condensation rate constant as a function of reaction temperature
on MFI-3 + Pt/SiO2 (1 wt.% extracrystalline Pt; 463–483 K, 0.3–1 kPa acetone, 27 kPa
H2). Dashed line represents regressed fit to the form of Eq. (21).
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values (0.98 ± 0.03 KIE; 473 K, MFI-3). These kinetic, spectroscopic,
and isotopic data demonstrate that C-C bonds form via kinetically-
relevant steps involving reactions of gaseous acetone with H-
bonded acetone, the latter present at near-saturation coverages
in equilibrium with gaseous acetone.

We conclude that keff in Equation (15) represents the kinetic and
thermodynamic parameters in Equation (17) and that the first-
order measured rates at near saturation coverages of H-bonded
acetone:

m ¼ ðkCCKtautÞðAcÞ ð18Þ
reflect the free energy differences that determine kCC and Ktaut, the
kinetic and thermodynamic constants for CAC bond formation from
the C3-alkenol and gaseous acetone and for tautomerization from
gaseous acetone, respectively (Steps 3.2 and 3.3, Scheme 3). These
constants are related to the free energy barrier of Step 3.3 in
Scheme 3 (Eq. (8)) and to the free energy difference between a H-
bonded acetone and a H-bonded C3-alkenol using (Eq. (9)):

kCCKtaut ¼ kBT
h

� exp �Gz
CC � ðGEn� þ GAcÞ

kBT

 !
exp �GEn� � GAc�

kBT

� �
ð19Þ

Here, Gi represents the free energy of each species (i = CC, En⁄,
Ac⁄, and Ac refer to the CAC bond formation transition state, the
H-bonded C3-alkenol, the H-bonded acetone, and the gaseous ace-
tone). This equation can be simplified by combining terms to give
the following:

kCCKtaut ¼ kBT
h

exp �Gz
CC � GAc� þ GAcð Þ

kBT

 !
ð20Þ

Eq. (20) shows that keff (Eq. (15); kCCKtaut) reflects differences in
Gibbs free energy between the CAC bond formation transition state
ðGz

CCÞ and its two relevant precursors, a H-bonded ðGAc� Þ and a gas-
eous acetone ðGAcÞ. The measured free energy barrier ðDGzÞ on MFI-3
is 122 ± 9 kJ mol�1 (473 K, MFI-3 + Pt/SiO2; Fig. 4) and its enthalpy
ðDHzÞ and entropy ðDSzÞ components are 20 ± 6 kJ mol�1 and
�213 ± 10 J (mol K)�1, respectively, which were determined by
regression of measured rates (463–483 K, MFI-3 + Pt/SiO2, Fig. 7)
to the form of the following:

kCCKtaut ¼ kBT
h

exp �DHz � TDSz

kBT

 !
ð21Þ

These data are compared to DFT-derived enthalpies and free
energies for the species and elementary steps (Scheme 3) in
Section 3.4.

3.4. Theoretical assessment of intermediates and transition states
involved in acetone condensation

The reaction coordinate for CAC bond formation in Fig. 8
involves the elongation of the a-CAH bond in H-bonded acetone
as it interacts with a vicinal OZ atom to form a bound alkenol-
like species through TS1 (Fig. 9). Such alkenol-type species have
been inferred from 1H NMR spectra that show rapid exchange
between bound acetone-d6 and OH groups and also between
bound 13C-2-acetone and OD groups in MFI [88]. The DFT-
derived free energies in Fig. 8 show that the activation barriers
for the formation of alkenols (DG = 60 kJ mol�1 and
DH = 84 kJ mol�1, Fig. 8) differ significantly frommeasured acetone
condensation barriers (DG = 122 ± 9 kJ mol�1 and
DH = 20 ± 6 kJ mol�1). The reaction that re-forms H-bonded ace-
tone from C3-alkenols is essentially barrierless (DG = 2 kJ mol�1,
Fig. 8), consistent with previous studies [81]. This reverse barrier
is also much smaller than that for the reaction of bound alkenols
with acetone to form the CAC bond TS (TS2; DG = 60 kJ mol�1,
Fig. 8), indicating that the alkenol formation step is quasi-
equilibrated with H-bonded acetone (Step 3.2, Scheme 3) and with
gaseous acetone. Therefore, C3-alkenol species represent a
kinetically-irrelevant ‘ledge’ along the climb from the acetone
reactants to the kinetically-relevant transition state (TS2, Fig. 8)
and keff reflects, in fact, the free energy difference between TS2
and two acetone molecules, one H-bonded and one in the gas
phase.

The formation of the CAC bond (Step 3.3, Scheme 3) is mediated
by a bimolecular transition state (TS2, Fig. 9) that resembles a pro-
tonated acetone incipiently linked to a C3-alkenol. This transition
state is an ion-pair, which requires that the framework accepts a
significant negative charge (0.83 e�, QUAMBO analysis; Sec-
tion 2.6). The incipiently-formed CAC bond at TS2 is much longer
(0.257 nm) than in the protonated diacetone alcohol that forms
in this step (0.154 nm), indicating that the CAC bond is not yet
fully formed. The DFT-derived free energy and enthalpy barriers
to form TS2 from H-bonded acetone and gaseous acetone are
120 kJ mol�1 and 36 kJ mol�1 (Fig. 8), respectively, which are in
reasonable agreement with measured barriers
(DG = 122 ± 9 kJ mol�1 and DH = 20 ± 6 kJ mol�1).

The dehydration of diacetone alcohol toMO (Step 3.6, Scheme 3)
involves proton transfer via an E1-type elimination, the deprotona-
tion of the MO carbocation, mediated by a transition state resem-
bling a protonated MO and a neutral H2O molecule (TS3, Fig. 9).
The CAH bond in the CH3-group of the protonated MO is then
cleaved to form isomesityl oxide and [H3O]+. The calculated free
energy and enthalpy barriers required to form this TS3 from its rel-
evant precursors are 76 kJ mol�1 and 23 kJ mol�1, respectively; this
free energy barrier is smaller (by 44 kJ mol�1; Fig. 8) than that
required to form TS2. Consequently, the reverse barrier for diace-
tone alcohol to re-form its precursors is higher than its forward
dehydration barrier, leading to the rapid dehydration of the diace-
tone alcohol intermediates to mesityl oxide and isomesityl oxide
(MO; Steps 3.5–3.7, Scheme 3).



Fig. 8. Gibbs free energy diagram for acetone condensation on MFI at 473 K and standard pressure (1 bar) of gaseous species calculated by DFT, VASP, RPBE + D3(BJ) (methods
described in Section 2.5). Enthalpy of each state, referenced to H-bonded acetone and gaseous acetone, shown in square brackets. Labels reflect the notation defined and used
in Scheme 3.

Fig. 9. Structures of transition states that mediate enol formation (TS1), CAC bond formation (TS2), and diacetone alcohol dehydration (TS3) on MFI (Al T12 site, VASP, RPBE
+ D3(BJ)). Transition state labeling corresponds to the notation in Fig. 8; atom labeling corresponds to that in Scheme 2. Dashed lines represent interactions between
molecules and the zeolite framework, and distances between atoms involved in these interactions are provided in parentheses (nm). The dashed arrow shown on TS2
represents the CAC bond being formed.
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3.5. Consequences of the local void environment for acetone
condensation turnover rates

These kinetic, isotopic, and infrared data reported above, taken
together with their mechanistic confirmation through theoretical
treatments, show that the free energy difference between TS2
and its relevant H-bonded acetone and gaseous acetone precursors
represents the barrier that determines condensation turnover rates
(Eq. (20)). These mechanistic interpretations allow an assessment
of the effects of the voids in stabilizing the confined TS2 and
H-bonded acetone species. The relative stabilization of these two
confined species via van der Waals contacts would, in turn, deter-
mine the intrinsic catalyst reactivity of protons within a given void
environment; we expect that turnover rates will therefore depend
sensitively on the size and shape of these two species (H-bonded
acetone and TS2) and of the framework voids.

A starting point in defining size and shape for the organic moi-
eties is based on geometry, specifically on the van der Waals radii
of their constitutive atoms. The volumes (VvdW) of each moiety can
be defined using an ellipsoid:

VvdW ¼ 4
3
p dx

2
þ dy

2
þ dz

2

� �3

ð22Þ

Here di (i = x, y, z) are the largest distance across each organic moi-
ety in three orthogonal directions (Fig. 10). A characteristic diame-
ter (dC):

dC ¼ 2
3
4p

VvdW

� �1
3

ð23Þ

is then defined as that of a sphere of volume VvdW, reducing the size
of the organic moiety to a single dimension. The DFT-derived VvdW

and dC values (MFI, Al T12 site, VASP, RPBE + D3(BJ)) are
0.182 nm3 and 0.704 nm for TS2 and 0.085 nm3 and 0.545 nm for
H-bonded acetone (Fig. 10). Their different sizes bring significant
consequences for the extent to which TS2 and H-bonded acetone
are stabilized by van der Waals interactions as the confining voids
approach these molecular dimensions.

The measured condensation turnover rates (per accessible pro-
ton) were proportional to acetone pressure on all aluminosilicates
(Fig. 4: MFI, BEA, MCM-41; Fig. S.4, SI: FER, TON, FAU), suggesting
that kinetically-relevant steps and the chemical interpretation of
the rate constants (kCCKtaut; Eq. (18)) are similar on all aluminosil-
icates. These rate constants are determined by free energy barriers
(Eq. (20) and Fig. 8) that are sensitive to the nature of the active
protons, reflecting the ability of the local coordination environ-
ment to accept charge in the conjugate anion (acid strength) and
to allow van der Waals contacts with the framework atoms. The
reactivity depends on acid strength because TS2 and H-bonded
acetone differ significantly in charge, thus causing the preferential
Fig. 10. DFT-estimated size of (a) H-bonded acetone and (b) the CAC bond formation tran
+ D3(BJ)) and atom labeling corresponds to that in Scheme 2. Atom sizes reflect their resp
formed.
stabilization of the ion-pair TS2 structure (0.83 e�; QUAMBO anal-
ysis) over the nearly neutral H-bonded acetone (0.20 e�; QUAMBO
analysis) as the conjugate anions become more stable in stronger
acids. The acid strength, however, is similar among aluminosili-
cates of very diverse frameworks [13], which provide the very dif-
ferent confining environments that lead to the diverse reactivity of
aluminosilicates in condensation reactions (Fig. 11) and in catalytic
reactions in general [12].

The values of kCCKtaut obtained from the effects of acetone pres-
sure on condensation rates (Figs. 4 and S.4, SI) are similar on MCM-
41 and FAU (Fig. 11), indicating that their large voids stabilize the
smaller TS2 and H-bonded acetone structures only slightly. These
kCCKtaut values increased as the confining voids approach the size
of the TS2 structures (BEA, MFI; Fig. 11) because of its preferential
stabilization over the smaller H-bonded acetone precursors
(Fig. 10) and the concomitant decrease in the relevant free energy
barriers (Eq. (20)). The values of kCCKtaut decreased sharply as the
voids became even smaller (TON, FER; Fig. 11) because they prefer-
entially stabilize H-bonded acetone over larger TS2 structures (as
discussed in detail in Section 3.6).

The kCCKtaut kinetic constants on aluminosilicates differing in
void environment, taken together with DFT-derived dimensions
of kinetically-relevant species and transition states (Fig. 11), show
that void size provides an adequate, albeit heuristic, metric of ‘‘size
matching” and of the consequences of confinement for free energy
barriers. Yet, kCCKtaut values for voids of similar size in BEA and MFI
differ by a factor of three (Fig. 11), indicative of the incomplete nat-
ure of such metrics in describing van der Waals contacts, at least in
part, because they ignore the implication of the shape and diversity
of the local geometry, even within a given framework type (MFI,
FER; Table 1). For instance, MFI and FER contain larger voids con-
nected by smaller apertures, as evident from the differences
between their respective largest cavity and pore limiting diameters
(Table 1). More complete descriptors of confinement require that
the shape of the voids and of the relevant organic moieties be rig-
orously described and that reactivity descriptors reflect the diverse
local void environments that exist even within a given framework
structure.

3.6. Energy metrics as more complete descriptors of stabilization by
confinement within voids of molecular dimensions

A more accurate description of van der Waals interactions
requires the enumeration of all distances between framework
atoms and each atom in the confined organic moieties at each loca-
tion within a given framework and for all conformations of the
confined moieties [43]. Here, a thermochemical cycle (Scheme 4)
is first considered in order to describe the apparent energy barrier
for the overall condensation reaction (DETS2; corrected for zero-
point energy and thermal contributions) as follows:
sition state (TS2, Fig. 9). Distances are provided in nm (MFI, Al T12 site, VASP, RPBE
ective van der Waals radii [71]. The dashed arrow in (b) denotes the CAC bond being



Fig. 11. First-order acetone condensation rate constants (473 K, 0.1–5 kPa acetone,
27 kPa H2) as a function of aluminosilicate void size (largest accessible cavity
diameter; Table 1). All samples contain Pt (amount and location of Pt provided in
Fig. 4 for MFI, BEA, MCM-41 and in SI, Fig. S.4 for FER, TON, FAU). Bars represent 95%
confidence intervals of the regressed linear fits of rate data to the form of Eq. (18).
Vertical lines represent the DFT-estimated diameters (dC, Eq. (23); Fig. 10) of H-
bonded acetone (solid) and TS2 (dotted). Dashed lines connect data points.
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DETS2 ¼ ð�EAc�
int Þ þ DETS2

prot þ ETS2
int ð24Þ

where EAc�
int and ETS2

int represent the interaction energies of H-bonded
acetone and TS2 with the conjugate anion and the surrounding
framework, respectively. DETS2

prot denotes the energy recovered when
the gaseous analog of a H-bonded acetone reacts with a gaseous
acetone to form the TS2 structure as a gaseous species (Scheme 4).
This dissection of the activation energy into hypothetical, but rigor-
ous and convenient, components leverages the path-independent
properties of thermodynamic state functions that underpin transi-
tion state theory [89,90]. It also allows the isolation of the contribu-
tions from interactions (EX

int; X = Ac⁄ or TS2) between each organic
moiety and each proton that resides within the confining voids.

These EX
int values can be each dissected into two components:

EX
int ¼ EX

ES þ EX
vdW ð25Þ

where EX
ES is the electrostatic interaction energy, introduced by the

separation of charge between the cationic and anionic components
at TS2 and H-bonded acetone [91], and EX

vdW accounts for the disper-
sive interactions between the organic moiety and the framework.

The consequences of confinement for activation barriers and
reactivity were examined using this thermochemical construct
(Scheme 4). The DETS2

prot term represents catalyst-independent prop-

erties of gaseous species. The EX
ES values for TS2 and H-bonded ace-

tone depend on acid strength, a catalyst property that is similar
among aluminosilicates with different crystalline frameworks
[13]. As a result, the EX

vdW values for TS2 and H-bonded acetone
ðDEvdWÞ are the only terms in Equation (24) that influence stabiliza-
tion by the confining voids:

DEvdW ¼ ETS2
vdW � EH�Ac

vdW ð26Þ
These DEvdW values differ among the diverse T-site locations

within each framework structure as a result of differences in their
local environments.
The ensemble-averaged DEvdW values ðhDEvdWiÞ are determined
by the exponential averaging of van der Waals stabilization ener-
gies at each distinct Al T-site location in a given framework:

hDEvdWi ¼ �kBT ln
XNT�site

i

exp �DEvdW;i

kBT

� �
PT�site;i

 !
ð27Þ

where NT-site is the number of crystallographically-distinct T-site
locations in the framework; DEvdW,i represents the difference in
van der Waals interaction energy between the transition state and
the precursors at each T-site, i; and PT-site,i represents the probabil-
ity that an Al-atom, and thus a proton, is located at a given T-site.
These ensemble-averages allow rigorous comparisons between
measured rate constants and DFT-derived barriers.

The EX
vdW term reflects interactions among the atoms in the

organic moieties and the framework atoms. These interaction ener-
gies can be quantified using empirical dispersive energy correc-
tions (DFT-D3) [33,34], as described in Section 2.6. These DFT-D3
methods require DFT-optimized structures of the organic moiety
at each distinct T-site within each framework, an infeasible
approach at present, which we avoid by locating DFT-derived
structures of TS2 and H-bonded acetone obtained at the T12 site
in MFI (Fig. 10) at each of the T-site locations within MFI and all
other frameworks (FER, TON, MFI, BEA, FAU) using protocols
described in Section 2.6. EX

vdW values were determined from the
Lennard-Jones interactions [69,70] between each atom in the
organic moiety (XM) and each framework OZ atom (Eq. (11)).

Comparisons of EX
D3 values and EX

LJ values require only the attrac-

tive potential of EX
LJ values (two-atom potentials < 0) because EX

D3

values include only such attractive forces. EX
LJ and EX

D3 values are

similar (Fig. 12, EX
LJ ¼ EX

D3 ± 0.73 kJ mol�1, 95% confidence interval
(CI)) for DFT-optimized H-bonded acetone at T1 and T2 sites in
TON, T1-T12 sites in MFI, and the T1 site in FAU and for TS2 at
the T12 site in MFI and at the T1 site in FAU (VASP, RPBE and
RPBE + D3(BJ)). Such benchmarking is used here to determine the
scaling factor (e = 1.59 ± 0.01 kJ mol�1

; Fig. 12) in Lennard-Jones
potentials, which is the same for all atoms in organic moieties or
the framework (TS2, H-bonded acetone organic moieties; TON,
MFI, FAU frameworks, Fig. 12), as expected from the non-specific
nature of van der Waals interactions.

EAc�
LJ values were calculated, without additional geometry or

energy optimizations, for H-bonded acetone at each of the 30 dis-
tinct accessible O-atoms within the MFI framework (>103 orienta-

tions sampled at each OZ atom, Section 2.6). These EAc�
LJ values are

similar to their corresponding DFT-optimized (VASP, RPBE + D3

(BJ)) EAc�
D3 values (±1.61 kJ mol�1, 95% CI; Fig. 13). Such similarities

across the diverse environments within MFI voids (EAc�
LJ = �82 to

�111 kJ mol�1, Fig. 13) suggest that this method allows efficient
and accurate assessments of EX

vdW values, even though EX
LJ calcula-

tions exclude any structural relaxation in the organic moiety or
the framework in response to their proximity.

The EX
vdW values for TS2 and H-bonded acetone were calculated

at each crystallographically-distinct Al location in each framework
from the average of all EX

LJ values (>10
3 orientations at each Al loca-

tion, Section 2.6) weighted by the probability of each orientation,
given by EX

int;j, the interaction energy at each orientation, j:

EX
vdW ¼

P
jE

X
vdW;j exp � EX

int;j
kBT

� �
P

j exp � EX
int;j
kBT

� � ð28Þ



Scheme 4. A thermochemical cycle depicting the activation barrier to form TS2 from H-bonded acetone and gaseous acetone ðDETS2Þ as the reverse of the interaction energy
of H-bonded acetone with the conjugate anion (�EAc�

int ), the energy required to form a gaseous TS2 cation from gaseous acetone and gaseous H-bonded acetone cation ðDETS2
protÞ,

and the interaction energy of TS2 cation with the conjugate anion (ETS2
int ). (Total interaction energies (solid arrows) are separated into electrostatic (ES; dotted arrows) and van

der Waals (vdW; dashed arrows) interaction components.)

Fig. 12. D3 dispersive energy corrections of optimized DFT-structures (Eq. (12)) as a
function of ELJ values of the optimized DFT-structure. Structures of H-bonded
acetone (black) and TS2 (gray) in MFI (diamonds), TON (squares), and FAU (circles)
frameworks optimized with RPBE + D3(BJ) (filled) and RPBE (open, only H-bonded
acetone). EX

LJ-values calculated with e = 1.59 kJ mol�1 (Eq. (11)). Solid line is a parity
line.

Fig. 13. D3 dispersive energy corrections of optimized DFT-structures for H-bonded
acetone (Eq. (12)) at all distinct O-atoms of MFI as a function of EAc�

LJ values of initial
structures (not DFT-optimized) (VASP, RPBE + D3(BJ) PAW5). EAc�

LJ values calculated
with e = 1.59 kJ mol�1 (Eq. (11)). Solid line is a parity line.
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These interaction energies can be dissected into electrostatic
and van der Waals contributions (Eq. (25)), and taken together
with the assumption that the EX

ES is independent of orientation
due to the centers of charge in each moiety being separated at a
constant distance among all orientations (Section 2.6), Eq. (28)
becomes the following:
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EX
vdW ¼

P
jE

X
vdW;j exp � EX

vdW;j

kBT

� �
P

j exp � EX
vdW;j

kBT

� � ð29Þ

where EX
vdW;j is the only remaining energy term. These EX

vdW values
for TS2 and H-bonded acetone at a given T-site rigorously account
for the dispersive stabilization that leads to the effects of void
geometry on the condensation reactivity of protons (Eq. (26)).

These calculated DEvdW values (Eq. (26)) for TON, FAU, and BEA
frameworks are similar at each of their respective Al T-site loca-
tions (Fig. 14), but vary among these frameworks, a consequence
of local void environments that are similar at all T-sites in each
structure. For example, TON consists of one-dimensional straight
channels with three T-sites exposed at these channels of uniform
cylindrical shape; their three DEvdW values are within 1 kJ mol�1

(Fig. 14). FAU is a three-dimensional zeolite with only one T-site,
which thus resides within a single local environment. BEA consists
of two 12-member ring straight channels that intersect forming
voids with limiting diameters similar to those of the channels
(BEA, Table 1), which provide similar void environments surround-
ing each of the 9 distinct T-sites (±6.0 kJ mol�1, 95% CI; Fig. 14).
Therefore, ensemble-averaged DEvdW values (hDEvdWi, Eq. (27)) do
not depend on the locations of the Al atoms and their associated
protons among the distinct T-sites in these frameworks.

The DEvdW values for MFI and FER frameworks, however, differ
significantly among T-site locations (Fig. 14) because of the very
different local environments created by the channel intersections
and cage-like voids within these two zeolites (Table 1). Compar-
isons of measured condensation rate constants with calculated
hDEvdWi values (Eq. (27)) require knowledge about Al location in
these samples, which depend on synthetic protocols and are sel-
dom accessible to experiments [92,93]. Here we assume that pro-
tons (and Al) are distributed uniformly among all T-sites in the
absence of experimental evidence of T-site speciation, where PT-
site,i (Eq. (27)) is given by the following:
Fig. 14. The differences in van der Waals interaction energy values between TS2
and H-bonded acetone (DEvdW) at each crystallographically unique Al location in
FER (closed triangles), TON (open diamonds), FAU (closed square), MFI (open
squares), and BEA (closed circles) calculated by Eq. (26). Horizontal axis values are
arranged by ascending DEvdW-values. Values in parentheses denote the number of
accessible Al locations and the total number of crystallographically unique Al
locations in each aluminosilicate framework, respectively.
PT�site;i ¼ DT�site;iPNT�site
j DT�site;j

ð30Þ

and DT�site;i represents the number of locations of each T-site, i, per
unit cell of the framework (Table 3). Three types of uniform distri-
butions are considered in calculating hDEvdWi values for each frame-
work; we consider equal probabilities (i) at all T-sites (PT-site listed
in Table 3), (ii) at T-sites with access only to channels (T4 site in
MFI, T1-T3 sites in FER), and (iii) at T-sites that can access intersec-
tions in MFI and cage-like structures in FER (T1–T3 and T5–T12 sites
in MFI, T4 site in FER). The resulting hDEvdWi values provide an esti-
mate of the sensitivity of hDEvdWi to the distribution of Al locations
within these frameworks (MFI, FER), and the values for distributions
(ii) and (iii) are represented by the horizontal bars in Fig. 15.

A semi-logarithmic plot of measured condensation rate con-
stants shows a linear increase as hDEvdWi values become more neg-
ative (Fig. 15), which is indicative of the exponential effects of
hDEvdWi values on reactivity (Scheme 4). These hDEvdWi estimates
also describe the differences in measured reactivities between
BEA (hDEvdWi = �99 kJ mol�1) and MFI (hDEvdWi = �88 kJ mol�1)
frameworks, for which geometric descriptors, such as their largest
cavity diameter, would have predicted similar reactivities (Fig. 11).
The smaller measured rate constant (per proton) on MFI relative to
BEA seems inconsistent with the greater stability of TS2 at the T-
sites that reside at MFI intersections than in BEA (minimum
ETS2
vdW = �185 and �179 kJ mol�1 for MFI and BEA, respectively,

Table 3). These observations reflect the more effective stabilization
of the H-bonded acetone species in the sinusoidal channels of MFI,
which are accessible to oxygen atoms vicinal to 11 of the 12 T-sites
in MFI (T11 site is the exception), relative to the stabilization of H-
bonded acetone species in the larger straight channels of BEA (min-
imum EH�Ac

vdW = �108 and �85 kJ mol�1 for MFI and BEA, respec-
tively, Table 3). This increased stabilization of the precursors on
MFI leads to larger free energy barriers and the lower reactivity
of protons within MFI compared to BEA. These differences in
ETS2
vdW and EH�Ac

vdW values across voids of similar size demonstrate
the incomplete nature of geometric descriptors that do not account
for void shape. In contrast, the methods described here account for
the van der Waals stabilization energies that reflect the diverse
size and shape of void environments, thus capturing the conse-
quences of confinement for reactivity from how such interactions
differ between TS and precursor structures.
4. Conclusions

We present the elementary steps and assess their kinetic rele-
vance for acetone condensation on a range of microporous and
mesoporous aluminosilicates (FER, TON, MFI, BEA, FAU, and
MCM-41) using kinetic, spectroscopic, and isotopic data that are
supported by theoretical simulations. Rapid catalyst deactivation
that limits the study and application of solid acid catalysts for aldol
condensation was inhibited through the addition of Pt—as physical
mixtures with the acid catalyst or ion-exchanged into the crys-
tals—and H2 to hydrogenate C@C bonds in the reactive a,b-
unsaturated intermediates (MO). Selective titrations of the active
site with 2,6-di-tert-butyl pyridine during catalysis suggest that
protons account for all of the reactivity and allow assessment of
the number of active protons in each sample, which is required
for rigorous normalization of measured rates and comparisons
with DFT-simulated free energy barriers.

Our experimental work, in tandem with our DFT-calculations,
benchmark a descriptor of catalytic consequences imposed by
the confining void environment for reactivity. Lennard-Jones
potentials describing the interactions between framework OZ

atoms and atoms of the relevant organic moieties (transition state



Table 3
Number of each T-site per unit cell (DT-site), T-site probability (PT-site, Eq. (30)), E

TS2
vdW (kJ mol�1; Eq. (29)), EH�Ac

vdW (kJ mol�1; Eq. (29)), DEvdW (kJ mol�1; Eq. (26)) for each distinct Al
location on (a) FER, (b) TON, (c) MFI, (d) BEA, and (e) FAU frameworks.

Configuration Al T-site DT-site PT-site ETS2vdW EH�Ac
vdW

DEvdW

(a) FER (4 T-sites)
1 Al1 16 0.444 �98 �100 2
2 Al2 8 0.222 �90 �102 12
3 Al3 8 0.222 �100 �110 10
4 Al4 4 0.111 �59 �102 43

(b) TON (4 T-sites)
1 Al1 8 0.333 �138 �95 �43
2 Al2 8 0.333 �139 �97 �42
3 Al3 4 0.167 �141 �98 �43
4 Al4 4 0.167 �� �� ��
(c) MFI (12 T-sites)
1 Al1 8 0.083 �181 �99 �82
2 Al2 8 0.083 �150 �100 �50
3 Al3 8 0.083 �167 �107 �60
4 Al4 8 0.083 �114 �106 �8
5 Al5 8 0.083 �181 �102 �79
6 Al6 8 0.083 �183 �108 �75
7 Al7 8 0.083 �163 �107 �56
8 Al8 8 0.083 �82 �93 11
9 Al9 8 0.083 �170 �101 �69
10 Al10 8 0.083 �169 �98 �71
11 Al11 8 0.083 �185 �95 �90
12 Al12 8 0.083 �185 �100 �85

(d) BEA (9 T-sites)
1 Al1 8 0.125 �155 �84 �71
2 Al2 8 0.125 �162 �85 �77
3 Al3 8 0.125 �170 �82 �92
4 Al4 8 0.125 �165 �81 �84
5 Al5 8 0.125 �158 �82 �76
6 Al6 8 0.125 �179 �80 �99
7 Al7 8 0.125 �161 �85 �76
8 Al8 4 0.0625 �173 �80 �93
9 Al9 4 0.0625 �165 �84 �81

(e) FAU (1 T-site)
1 Al1 192 1.00 �113 �58 �55

Fig. 15. First-order acetone condensation rate constants (473 K, 0.1–5 kPa acetone,
27 kPa H2) as a function of the ensemble-averaged EvdW-values ðDEvdWÞ for
aluminosilicates (Eq. (27)). All samples contain Pt (amount and location of Pt
provided in Fig. 4 for MFI, BEA and Fig. S.4, SI for FER, TON, FAU). Vertical bars
represent 95% confidence intervals of the regressed linear fits of rate data to the
form of Eq. (15). Horizontal bars represent the ensemble averaging of the distinct
void environments within each framework. The dashed line through the data points
is a trend line.
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and precursors) provide valuable insight into the effects of the con-
fining void by quantifying the van der Waals stabilization energy
proffered by the diverse sizes and shapes of the void environments
throughout aluminosilicate frameworks. The methods described
herein require DFT-estimated structures of the organic moieties
at a single T-atom location (TS2 and H-bonded acetone; MFI Al
T12 site, VASP, RPBE + D3(BJ)) and rigorous averaging of the stabi-
lization energies at each T-atom location to allow comparisons
with measured rate constants (per proton). The descriptor of void
environment used here ðhDEvdWiÞ offers significant advances in
the current understanding of the catalytic effects of confining voids
by providing (i) consideration of both attractive and repulsive
interactions and, thus, estimations of van der Waals stabilization
without full DFT-optimizations, (ii) efficient determination of rea-
sonable initial structures for DFT-simulations, and (iii) extension to
other acid-catalyzed reactions with known structures of the rele-
vant transition states and precursors.
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